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Plexciton Dirac points and topological modes

Joel Yuen-Zhou¹, Semion K. Saikin²,³, Tony Zhu⁴,⁵, Mehmet C. Onbasli⁶, Caroline A. Ross⁶, Vladimir Bulovic⁵,⁷ & Marc A. Baldo⁵,⁷

Plexcitons are polaritonic modes that result from the strong coupling between excitons and plasmons. Here, we consider plexcitons emerging from the interaction of excitons in an organic molecular layer with surface plasmons in a metallic film. We predict the emergence of Dirac cones in the two-dimensional band-structure of plexcitons due to the inherent alignment of the excitonic transitions in the organic layer. An external magnetic field opens a gap between the Dirac cones if the plexciton system is interfaced with a magneto-optical layer. The resulting energy gap becomes populated with topologically protected one-way modes, which travel at the interface of this plexcitonic system. Our theoretical proposal suggests that plexcitons are a convenient and simple platform for the exploration of exotic phases of matter and for the control of energy flow at the nanoscale.
When ultraviolet–visible light is absorbed by an organic molecular aggregate, it promotes molecules from their ground states to their excited electronic states. The resulting excitations, known as excitons, can migrate between molecules via a mixture of coherent and incoherent processes. Understanding and controlling how this migration of energy occurs is a fundamental problem of chemistry and physics of condensed phases. Furthermore, it is also a technological problem which is relevant to the development of efficient organic solar cells and light-emitting devices as well as all-optical circuitry.

Many strategies to control the motion of excitons exist, a particularly interesting one being where they couple to surface plasmons (SPs). In such strategy, the spatial coherence of plasmons assists the transport of an exciton across length-scales that are orders of magnitude larger than regular exciton diffusion lengths. When the coupling is strong, meaning that the energy exchange between the exciton and plasmon is faster than the respective decay times, plexcitons (a class of polaritons) emerge and energy can migrate ballistically over the coherence length of the plasmon (between 10 and 40 \( \mu \)m). Besides their importance for energy transport, organic plexcitons promise to be an exciting room-temperature laboratory for the study of light-matter and many-body interactions at the nanoscale.

On the other hand, topologically nontrivial states of matter have been a topic of great interest in condensed matter physics owing to the discoveries of the quantum Hall effect, and more recently, of topological insulators. The systems supporting these states are characterized by topological invariants, integer numbers that remain unchanged by weak perturbations. Physically, a nontrivial topological invariant signals the presence of one-way edge modes that are immune against moderate amount of disorder. Even though these phenomena were first conceptualized for fermions in solids, they have been successfully generalized to bosonic systems including photons in waveguides, ring resonator arrays, ultracold atoms in optical lattices, and classical electric circuits. Furthermore, we have recently proposed an excitonic system consisting of a two-dimensional porphyrin film, which becomes topologically nontrivial in the presence of a magnetic field. A challenging feature of that proposal is the requirement of large magnetic fields (\( \geq 10 \) T) and cryogenic temperatures to preserve exciton coherence.

In this work, we consider a conceptually different platform, which, by recreating Dirac cones and topologically protected edge modes in plexcitons, avoids the use of large magnetic fields and, under appropriate circumstances, may work at room temperature. In the last year, Dirac and topological polaritons have been proposed in other contexts, such as optomechanical arrays and electromagnetic (SP versus microcavity) excitations. Hence, the physics involved in our plexciton system contrasts with the other proposals in terms of the energy and length-scales involved in the excitations, the magnitude of the couplings, the generation of nontrivial topology and the experimental conditions for its realization. Organic excitons differ from their inorganic counterparts in that they have large binding energies and are associated with large transition dipole moments. In general, SP electromagnetic fields are strongly confined compared with those in microcavities because of the hybridization of light with charge oscillations in the metal. The combination of all these properties in the organic plexciton context gives rise to strong light-matter interactions even at room temperature and in an open cavity. We believe that, by introducing topological band theory concepts into the realm of plexciton systems, the present article yields a fresh perspective to the degree of control of energy transport which is achievable in the nano- and mesoscales.

**Results**

**Plexciton Dirac points.** The setup of interest is depicted in Fig. 1. It consists of three layers: a plasmonic metal modelled with a Drude permittivity \( \varepsilon_{\text{dr}}(\omega)=\varepsilon_{\infty} - \frac{\omega_p^2}{\omega^2} \), with constants \( \varepsilon_{\infty}=3.7 \) and \( \omega_p=8.8 \) eV, which are representative parameters for Ag), an a = 80 nm thick dielectric spacer (\( \varepsilon=1 \)) and an organic layer (\( \varepsilon_{\text{org}}=1 \)). The spacer is placed to avoid quenching of organic excitons by single-particle excitations in the metal upon close contact. Later on, we will consider the case when this dielectric spacer is also endowed with magneto-optical (MO) properties.

For purposes of band-structure engineering, we take the organic layer to be an oblique superlattice of organic nanopillars. Furthermore, we have recently proposed a collective transition dipole \( \mu_n \) for the n-th nanopillar. Dipolar interactions between the collective dipoles couple the various nanopillars. Assuming perfect periodicity of the superlattice and only nearest and next-nearest neighbour (NN and NNN) dipolar interactions, we can write the Hamiltonian for excitations in the plexciton setup as \( H=\sum_k H_k \).

**Figure 1 | Plexciton setup.** (a) It consists of a plasmonic metal film, a dielectric spacer and an organic layer. The latter is taken to be a monochromatic superlattice of organic nanopillars, which makes an angle \( \theta \) with respect to the x axis and is further characterized by angles \( \beta, \gamma, \delta \) as well as distances between nanopillars \( \Delta_x \) and \( \Delta_y \). When the density of emitters in the organic nanopillars is big enough, the coupling between the excitons in the organic layer and the surface plasmons (SPs) in the metal becomes larger than their linewidths, giving rise to polaritonic eigenmodes that are superpositions of excitons and plasmons, or more succinctly, plexcitons. In this article, we shall also consider the case where the dielectric spacer is a magneto-optical (MO) material. The superlattice design is not essential for our purposes, except for guaranteeing a global gap for topological modes spanning all wavevectors. Hence, one may substitute it with a standard molecular crystal with some trade-offs. (b) Zoom-in view of a nanopillar. It is a parallelepiped of dimensions \( W_x \) along each axis, and consists of closely packed organic emitters (represented by balls and sticks) each featuring a transition dipole (blue arrows).
dome-like dispersion for HðknÞ in the Methods for parameters). We assume that lxy-plane, and design our superlattice to obtain vacuum. From a plexciton problem 7.

Here, J and Δ are effective NN hoppings and spacings between nanopillars along the i-th axis, respectively, ωeff is the effective nanopillar site energy, and we have taken ρn = μ for all n. Equation (3) denotes the k-dependent coupling between a plasmonic mode (ak) and a collective exciton state (σk) throughout the organic layer. It is proportional to the square root of the total effective number of nanopillars √N/Np coherently coupled to each SP mode (Np is the number of nanopillars along the i-th axis) and to the collective nanopillar transition dipole moment μ, which scales as √Np, where Np is the number of chromophores per nanopillar (see the Methods, Modelling of superlattice). Overall, J(k) scales as √N/ΔNp, the total number of chromophores in the superlattice, as expected from a plexciton problem 7. S and Lp denote the SP mode surface area and mode length, respectively, and 0 is the permittivity of vacuum.

Equation (3) (unnormalized) Berry curvature associated with the LP in the vicinity of where the dispersion curves for Hexc,k and HSP,k used to cross in Fig. 2a. This is a signature of exciton-SP coupling HexcSP,k. Given a fixed wavevector direction, whenever these anticrossings occur, the lower-plexciton (LP) branch starts off as being mostly SP at short k values, but parametrically morphs into mostly exciton at large ones; the opposite happens with the upper-plexciton (UP) branch. However, the most striking feature of Fig. 2b is the appearance of two Dirac cones (see dashed circles) at critical wavevectors k where anticrossings do not happen. Their onset coincides with the directions at which k is orthogonal to μ. Their physical origin is explained in Fig. 2c, which, in its top panel, shows that the in-plane electric field for the k-th SP mode, E(k) = |E(k) − E(k) · za|, is purely parallel to k. |E(k) − E(k)| = |E(k)| (blue vector field). If all the dipoles in the organic layer are aligned (in-plane) along μ, their projection onto the SP electric field, which gives rise to the exciton-SP coupling (see equation (3) as well as Supplementary Note 3 and Supplementary Figs 5–8), will wax and wane as a function of the azimuthal angle φ between the fixed dipole and the varying SP wavevector according to μ · E(k) ∝ cosφ. Clearly, this projection will vanish if k happens to be orthogonal to μ, that is, that the special angles φ = π/4, π/2, so that any degeneracy between the exciton and the SP modes will remain uplifted along these directions. From this physical picture, we can extract the two essential ingredients for the emergence of the plexciton Dirac cones. First, the dipoles need to be aligned to create an anisotropic J(k) as a function of

\[ H(k) = \omega_{exc,k}a_k^\dagger a_k + \omega(k)a_k^\dagger a_k + \left[ J(k)\sigma_k + h.c. \right] \]

where,

\[ \omega_{exc,k} = \omega_{eff} + 2J_x \cos(k_x \Delta_x) + 2J_y \cos(k_y \Delta_y), \]

\[ J(k) = \sqrt{\left( \frac{N_N}{S} \right) \left( \frac{\omega(k)}{2l_{eff}} \right) e^{-\frac{\Delta}{J_{eff}}} k \cdot E(k). \]
plexciton topological modes. Having elucidated the mechanism for the formation of plexciton Dirac cones, we proceed to entertain a more ambitious goal. We aim to engineer topologically nontrivial plexciton Dirac cones, we proceed to characterize the topology of the resulting band-structure, we numerically compute the Berry curvature for each plexciton branch; we show that of the LP in Fig. 2d. Its integral with respect to the Brillouin zone is the so-called Chern number C, an integer which, if nonzero, signals a topologically nontrivial phase. Figure 2d clearly shows that this integral is non-vanishing, and in fact, adds up to \( C = -1 \) (by the sum rule of Chern numbers, the upper branch necessarily has \( C = 1 \)). Intuitively, it is also clear that most of the nontrivial topology, and hence, Berry curvature, is concentrated in the vicinity of what used to be the Dirac cones. In passing, we note that considerable attention has recently been given to magneto-SPs, where the magnetic field is applied parallel (instead of perpendicular) to the metal film itself, yielding dispersion relations, which are nonreciprocal.\(^\text{30,42}\) Curiously, this arrangement does not give us the vortex vector field we are looking for, although it might be intriguing to explore the connection between these magneto-SPs and the ones exploited in our present work, arising from a perpendicular magnetic field.

So far, all the described calculations have been carried out in the bulk. By virtue of the bulk-boundary correspondence\(^\text{15}\), we expect topologically protected one-way edge modes associated with this setup. To compute them, it is convenient to keep periodic boundary conditions for the magneto-SP modes, yet consider two domains of excitons on top (Fig. 3a), one with (in-plane) dipoles pointing along \( \mathbf{p} \) (red dipoles) and the other one with vertical dipoles along \( \mathbf{z} \) (blue dipoles). Pictorially, this setup resembles a donut with two icings, where the donut is the metal with toroidal geometry, and the two icings are the domains of excitons separated by two interfaces located at \( y = \pm \frac{L_y}{2} \) and \( y = 0 \), where \( L_y \) is the total width of the simulated sample along \( y \) (in our calculations, we take \( L_x = 40 \) \( \mu \text{m} \), \( L_y = 6 \) \( \mu \text{m} \)). The Chern numbers associated with the bulk LP branch of each domain are \( C = -1 \) and \( C = 0 \), respectively. Hence, the plexcitons for the blue domain are topologically trivial. This can be understood by recalling that no plexciton Dirac points occur when dipoles are vertically aligned, regardless of the MO effect. As this system is perfectly periodic along the \( x \)-direction, \( k_x \) is still a good quantum number, and Fig. 3b shows the corresponding plexciton dispersion. This band-structure is essentially a projection of the gapped 2D bulk band-structures of both domains of plexcitons onto one axis \( k_x \) with additional states spanning the gap between the LP and UP branches. Inspection of the nature of these mid-gap states reveals that they have substantial exciton and magneto-SP character, and that they are precisely the edge states we are searching for: one band has positive (negative) dispersion energy.
wavevectors $k$ yielding a minimum gap between plexciton branches (at the y (arises as a consequence of the large exciton dispersion anisotropy gap; the rest are degenerate with bulk plexcitons. This scenario latter (close to the anticrossings) lies within the global topological we would like to have all edge states lying within the global coupling regime, namely, $2J(\mathbf{k})$ relaxation and dephasing), our parameters lie within the strong-g

Figure 3b was generated with the parameters $\epsilon_d=1$, $g=0.3$, yielding a minimum gap between plexciton branches (at the wavevectors $\mathbf{k}^*$ of the original Dirac points) of $2|\mathcal{J}(\mathbf{k}^*)|=0.23$ eV. The crossing of the SP and exciton dispersion curves happens at $2.86$ eV. Given typical linewidths associated with the various dissipative mechanisms at room temperature ($\gamma_{\text{exc,rel}} \sim 5$ MeV, $\gamma_{\text{exc,deph}} \sim 40$ MeV, $\gamma_{\text{SP,rel}} \sim 10$ MeV, where rel and deph stand for relaxation and dephasing), our parameters lie within the strong-coupling regime, namely, $2|\mathcal{J}(\mathbf{k}^*)| \sim 10$ meV (ref. 7). Ideally, we would like to have all edge states lying within the global topological gap. For the present simulation, only a fraction of the latter (close to the anticrossings) lies within the global topological gap; the rest are degenerate with bulk plexcitons. This scenario arises as a consequence of the large exciton dispersion anisotropy ($J_x \neq J_y$) compared with the strength of $|\mathcal{J}(\mathbf{k})|$ for all $\mathbf{k}$. The latter is a result of optimization: thicker MO spacers yield larger values of $|\mathcal{J}(\mathbf{k}^*)|$ but, due to the evanescent nature of SP modes, also reduce the overall couplings $|\mathcal{J}(\mathbf{k})|$ for $\mathbf{k} \neq \mathbf{k}^*$ (Supplementary Note 3). Typical MO garnets have similar $g$ but higher $\epsilon_d$ values (for an external magnetic field of 0.01 T, $\epsilon_d=6.25$ and $g=0.1$ (ref. 38)), yielding a strong index mismatch in our setup. As explained in Supplementary Note 3, our future aim is to boost $|\mathcal{J}(\mathbf{k}^*)|$ by considering various MO layer thicknesses $d$ as well as novel MO garnet compositions, which maximize the $g/\epsilon_d$ ratio, the latter of which is not fundamentally limited. Strategies may include the consideration of MO garnet sphere arrays, plasmonic/magnetic metal nanostructures, Ce substituted YIGs or Eu nanocrystals.

Figure 4a,b shows snapshots of the dynamics associated with the edge states lying within the global gap. Figures 4a,b and c,d show an edge plexciton wavepacket that starts localized at $x=-\frac{L}{4}$ and $x=\frac{L}{4}$, respectively, and track the one-way (to the left or to the right) nature of its micrometre-scale motion within the subpicosecond timescale. The dispersion of the edge plexcitons is such that a subset falls within the light cone ($\omega > c k / \sqrt{\epsilon_d}$) so far-field excitation and detection of this fraction is possible via direct interaction with the organic layer. The rest of the plexcitons can be probed using the already mentioned SP measurement techniques, by launching plexcitons exciting the metallic layer itself. Furthermore, the ballistic and one-way nature of these modes can in principle be demonstrated using fluorescence microscopy. As explained, the robustness of one-way transport for these edge modes, even in the presence of disorder, relies on the global topological gap, which is a consequence of our 2D H-aggregate-type superlattice design (see the Methods for details). In terms of experimental feasibility, we note that some compromise on topological protection might be acceptable if using a plain molecular crystal is much easier than constructing.
the superlattice as long as scattering between $k_i$ states is not strong.

**Discussion**

To summarize, we have described the design of exotic plexcitons via a judicious choice of material and electromagnetic excitation modes. We showed that Dirac cones and topologically protected edge states emerge from relatively simple hybrid organic/inorganic nanostructures. Even though we have not precisely identified an explicit MO material which fully satisfies our requirements, we believe its design is within reach, and is the subject of our present investigations. It is also worth noting that the physical origin of the described edges states is different from the superlattice as long as scattering between $k_i$ states is not strong.

**Modelling of superlattices.** For our simulations, both of the band-structure and the edge states, we chose the length parameters $\Delta_{\ell,\delta} = 100$, $\Delta_i = 88$, $W_i = 10$, $W_i^\prime = 75$, $W_i^\prime = 70$ nm, and take $\beta = 13.1^\circ$ (see Supplementary Note 3 for explanation of choice of parameters). Denoting the transition dipole $\mu = q\mu_0$, we estimate $\mu = \left< k_{\ell,\delta}\right>_{\ell,\delta}/1.2 \cdot 1.7 \times 10^4 \text{D} (D = \text{Debye})$, where $n_{\ell,\delta} = n_{\ell,\delta}^\prime N_{\ell,\delta}$, is the number of chromophores in the nanopillar, $n_{\ell,\delta}^\prime = 37$ chromophores per nm$^2$; $\mu$ is the in-plane unit vector making an angle of $\beta = 22.4^\circ$ with respect to $k$, that is, $\mu = \cos \beta \sin \gamma$. Choosing the simulation values for $H_{\text{exc}}$ in equation (2) to be $\Delta_i = \Delta_n = 50$ nm, we obtained the effective energies $\omega_{\text{exc}} = 0.57 \text{ eV}$, $J_x = 1.04$ meV and $J_y = 0.31$ meV. As explained in Supplementary Note 3, for strong exciton-plasmon coupling, the relevant density of chromophores is the weighted average between the density in the nanopillars and the null one in the void space. The density and vertical thickness of this superlattice are in line with the typical parameters that yield strong coupling in plexciton systems.$^2$

**Experimental considerations.** In terms of the fabrication of the plexciton setup, we warn that the creation of BiYIG layers typically need high temperature and oxygen, which is incompatible with deposition on Ag or organic materials. Hence, the MO layer could first be deposited on garnet substrates such as GGG (Gd$_x$Ga$_{2-x}$O$_3$) (111), and subsequently floated off by dissolving or polishing the substrate. One should then transfer the film on a Ag-coated substrate and the organic layer may be deposited and patterned on garnet.

**Effects of disorder and global gap.** It is important to note that, owing to the topological nature of these states, perfect lattices are not required, so the robustness of the one-way edge states holds as long as orientational and site energy disorder induce perturbations which are smaller than the topological anticrossings. We tested these ideas by simulating lattices with disorder in the site energies ($\omega_{\text{exc}} \rightarrow \omega_{\text{exc}} + \Delta_\text{exc}$) as well as in the orientations of the dipoles ($\mu \rightarrow \cos \beta \sin \gamma + \Delta_y \hat{k} + \sin (\alpha + \Delta_x) \hat{x} - \sin \Delta_z \hat{z}$), where $\Delta_y$ is chosen to be Gaussian random variables centred at 0 and having disorder widths $\sigma$ for each $i = \text{exc, SP}$. By systematically varying these widths independently and keeping track of the presence of the one-way edge states, we noticed that the latter survive under large amounts of disorder, whose thresholds are approximately located at $\sigma_{\text{exc}} \approx 0.25 \text{ eV}$, $\sigma_{\text{SP}} \approx 57^\circ$ and $\Delta_y = 28^\circ$. Furthermore, we suspect that these values are lower bounds, as the disorder in these simulations is exacerbated by the torus configuration of our simulation, where periodicity along the $x$ axis is conserved. In other words, owing to the latter, for a given superlattice coordinate along the $y$ axis, we fixed the same values of disorder $\Delta_i$ across all $x$ (that is, the disorder was perfectly correlated along $x$).

One may check that if $J_x \leq 0$ or $J_y \leq 0$, the global topological gap is not guaranteed anymore, and edge modes may become degenerate with bulk modes. Under certain circumstances, these two types of modes could hybridize because of impurity potentials, yielding channels connecting one edge to the other, opening backscattering channels. Importantly, however, the resulting band-structure would formally remain topologically nontrivial (in terms of the Chern numbers $C \neq 0$ for the plexciton bands) even in the absence of such global gap, so even if perfect one-way transport is not observed in these cases, signatures of the latter may remain. The latter observation applies if it is experimentally more convenient to use of a standard molecular crystal (with negligible exciton dispersion) rather than the proposed superlattice. These issues will be explored in future work. In the mean time, it suffices to note that, as a proof of concept, a global gap that hosts topologically protected edge states can be obtained by using an H-aggregate-type organic superlattice like the one suggested in this article.
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